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Character Recognition in Context* 
I:~ICHARD B. THOMAS AND MICHAEL I~SSLER 
Techniques are described to enhance the output of an hypothe- 
sized character-recognition machine by producing solutions in those 
instances where the machine fails to identify a character within an 
English word in normal technical text. The techniques are based, 
not on full dictionary look-up, but on n-gram occurrence lists and 
context-dependent syllable grammars. Other analytical procedures, 
including morpheme analysis and matching within text, are con- 
sidered. 
Claude Shannon (1951) has noted that the written English language is 
approximately 75 % redundant. The  present report describes an attempt 
to exploit this redundancy in an hypothesized character-recognition 
system. 
1 
A basic principle embodied in most character-recognition machines 
(Fischer, 1962; Avrukh, 1963) is that individual characters are to be 
recognized by their unique physical properties without use of any data 
beyond that available in the character itself. 
A character-recognition machine would be perfect, for some class of 
input documents, if the output from the machine reproduced exactly 
the sequence of characters which constitutes the input document. In 
practice, character-recognition machines are less than perfect for most 
important classes of input documents, and the problem of designing a 
recognition system that performs better than such a machine working 
alone is therefore significant. 
Although a number  of nonlinguistic techniques could be suggested 
* This is a report of work  performed at the Radio Corporation of America, 
Bethesda, Mary land  on the Advanced  Character Recognition Techniques Study, 
supported under contract no. DA-36-039-AML-00112(E)  by  the U. S. A rmy Elec- 
tronic Research and Deve lopment  Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth ,  New Jersey. Sub- 
stantive work  on this contract was  performed by the authors and by  Messrs. 
W.  D. Cl imenson and G. Woolley. 
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for improving most given recognition systems, the important problem 
of recognizing smudged or noisy characters generally cannot be re- 
solved by examination of just these characters. The use of context 
appears necessary. This idea has been suggested by a number of in- 
vestigators t but has not been implemented extensively in actual recog- 
nition systems. The authors, in a study (Radio Corporation of America, 
1962-1963) of which the present article is a digest, simulated and ex- 
amined several systems that apply linguistic ontext o character recog- 
nition. 
2 
We postulated a situation in which a "basic deviee"--i.e., a charac- 
ter-recognition machine that employs, in recognition, only graphic 
properties of input symbols--satisfied the following assumptions: 
1. Each character analyzed by the basic device is either (a) correctly 
identified or (b) explicitly tagged as unidentified. In the latter ease the 
device may further indicate a set of choices, perhaps ordered, among 
which it could not decide. 
2. The number of characters in a word is accurately determined by 
the device even though individual characters of the word may remain 
unidentified. 
3. The space and punctuation symbols are identified unambiguously. 
The first assumption i dicates that our problem is related to error 
correction but not to error detection. The second indicates that the 
number of characters output from the basic device is the number of 
characters input to the device, and that the recognition process does 
not change the order of any input characters. 
The following assumptions were made about the nature of the input 
data: 
1. The input is error-free, technical English. 
2. Words ordinarily spelled with an initial capital etter (e.g., proper 
names) do not occur. 
3. Acronyms, abbreviations, and expressions innotations or languages 
other than English (e.g., numerical expressions) do not occur. 
Our study has been limited to single English 2words, excluding con- 
1 For instance, Licklider on p. 407 of Fischer (1962). See also, in this connection, 
Section 6 below. 
Throughout this report we use the term "English" to refer to the written 
language. 
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tractions. Hence, the possible ability of the hypothetical character- 
recognition machine to recognize lower-case English letters, punctuation 
marks, or numerals, has not been utilized. 
Some of these assumptions are unrealistic but taken together they 
have had the desirable effect of restricting the research to the more 
important properties of context hat can be exploited. 
The hypothesized basic device has the following input-output proper- 
ties: 
• The machine can recognize the twenty-sL~ capital letters of the 
English alphabet and the space. 
• The  machine can output the twenty-six capital letters of the Eng- 
lish alphabet, the asterisk, and the space. 
• For each capital letter scanned by the machine, one and only one 
symbol  is output by the machine. The  symbol  is either an allo- 
graph of the scanned letter or ,. (The output symbol  is said to 
correspond to the scanned letter.) 
• For each space scanned by the machine, the corresponding output 
symbol  is invariably a space. 
The  asterisk is a notification that the corresponding input character 
was not identified by the machine. 8 An  output word  containing one or 
more asterisks will be called a garbled word, and a garbled word  will be 
called singly or multiply garbled according as the number  of asterisks 
in the word  is one or more. 
One  measure of the effectiveness of this research is the following. If 
the English language were not redundant, substitution of each of the 
twenty-six letters of the English alphabet for every asterisk in a garbled 
word  would yield an English word. The  extent to which a character- 
recognition system can reduce from twenty-six the number  of possible 
letter substitutions for * in a given garbled word measures the system's 
success for that garble. 
Since this investigation has been limited to individual words isolated 
from their environment in larger units of text, it cannot be expected 
that the analysis would yield a unique plain-text solution to the singly- 
garbled word ,AKE .  The  words "bake," "cake," "fake," "lake," 
The usual terminology is adopted  for distinguishing the two sorts of mistakes 
wh ich  a character-recognition mach ine  may make.  If the machine,  given an M,  
outputs  an/V, this wou ld  be an error. If the machine,  given an M,  reports that the 
input character is unrecognizable, this is a reject. By  our hypotheses, the mach ine  
notifies a reject by  outputt ing an asterisk, and  never makes  an error. 
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"make," "rake," "sake," "take," and "wake" are legitimate English 
words, and all of them should be solutions. 
One approach to the problem of obtaining those "degarbles" of a 
garbled word that are actually English words, and only those, would 
involve machine storage of all the words in an unabridged English dic- 
tionary plus many words found only in various scientific or technical 
glossaries. There are several disadvantages to this approach. Assuming 
5 bits per letter, an average of 8 letters per word, and about 400,000 
words in the file, the total storage requirement would approximate 
16,000,000 bits. 
In many eases this file would have to be searched serially (in a con- 
ventional computer) since, for example, alphabetical ordering would be 
of minimal assistance in locating solutions for words garbled in the first 
position. Moreover, many text words, such as regular plurals and par- 
ticiples, are not normal dictionary entries: morphological analysis, 
requiring more time and storage, would be necessary. Also, the dic- 
tionary approach is of no help in solving garbled neologisms uch as 
"sputnik" or "laser" until these neologisms have been entered into the 
dictionary list. Even new words formed by compounding existing mor- 
phemes--e.g., "software" and "antimissile"--require updating the 
dictionary list, regardless of the extent o which these words obey what 
may be called the word-formation rules of modern English. 4 
Another approach to the degarbling problem has been suggested by 
the work of Zellig S. Harris (1955), wherein a procedure is set forth for 
investigating the distributional relations among phonemes in a large 
utterance corpus as a means of discovering the morphemic segmentations 
in the utterances. If such a procedure could be adapted for investigating 
letter strings rather than phoneme strings, a set of segmentation and 
sequence criteria might emerge. Initial consideration of the tIarris 
method showed it to be impracticable in the scope of the present study. 
However, the technique remains a matter of some interest. 
Our approach to the degarbling problem, which differs from the ap- 
proaches mentioned so far, may be characterized as a combined "syl- 
lable grammar ''5 and "n-gram ~ occurrence grammar" approach. 
For an interest ing but not immediately useful typology of Engl ish compound 
words, see (Marchand, 1960). 
5 The term "grammar"  is used as a synonym for " l inguist ic theory"  without 
the l imitat ion, tradit ional ly associated with the term, that  such a theory be a 
theory of sentence construction. 
An n-gram is a str ing of n characters which are either letters or the symbol 
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An intuitive justification of the syllable-grammar pproach can be 
stated simply: every English word either is monosyllabic or may be 
partitioned into disjunet syllables. Each English syllable may, in turn, 
be partitioned into a (possibly empty) initial cluster of consonants, a
(nonempty) medial cluster of vowels, and a (possibly empty) final clus- 
ter of consonants. By considering just those consonant clusters and 
vowel clusters that do occur in English syllables, one can rigorously 
specify rules for forming potential English syllables (i.e., rules to which 
an English neologist presumably would conform). 
The n-gram occurrence grammar approach also can be justified 
intuitively. An n-gram will be said to be legal with respect o a certain 
list of words if the list contains at least one word of which the n-gram is a 
segmentJ An n-gram occurrence grammar consists essentially of a list 
of n-grams legal with respect o some word list; the grammar is represen- 
tative of all English n-grams to the extent that the word list is repre- 
sentative of all English words. For reasonably-sized n (in this study we 
have considered only n = 3 and n = 4) the amount of storage required 
for the grammar is considerably less than the amount required for the 
word list, although the price one pays for this saving will be apparent 
later. 
The formal structure of each grammar discussed here is as follows. 
There is a set of primitive symbols: the 26 upper-ease l tters of the Eng- 
lish alphabet and the symbol "#" representing a space. Finite, possibly 
empty, linear sequences of primitive symbols are called strings. And 
certain strings are specified, by effective rules, to be productions of the 
grammar, s 
The productions of each grammar are analogous to English words. 
The syllable grammars are so called because the principal production 
rules involve the concatenation of syllable-like strings. The n-gram 
occurrence grammars are so called because the production rules produce 
"#" (used throughout this report to represent a space), such that the symbol 
"#" never occurs in the string between two letters, and such that at least one letter 
occurs in the string. "Trigram" and "tetragram" are synonyms of "3-gram" and 
"4-gram," respectively. 
In deciding whether an n-gram is a segment of a given word, we consider one 
or more consecutive occurrences of the symbol "#" to stand for a space bounding 
the word. E.g., the 5-gram "####C" is legal with respect o any list containing 
the word "cat." 
s We shall sometimes use an alternative expression of the type "x is producible 
by grammar G" instead of "x is a production of G." 
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only those strings of which every constituent n-gram occurs in a par- 
ticular list. 
The role that these grammars play in the degarbling process is one of 
specifying productions. Roughly, if a production agrees ° with a garbled 
word, it may be considered a "degarble" of that garbled word. 
More exactly, the degarbling of a word is carried out in accordance 
with algorithms. Each algorithm accepts as input one garbled word and 
outputs a (possibly empty) set of solutions of the input word by the al- 
gorithm. These solutions are obtained by the algorithm's choosing (as 
determined by its logic) capital letters for each • in the garbled input 
word and substituting the letters appropriately. An algorithm L will 
be called perfectly adequate for degarbling with respect o a grammar G 
if, for every garbled word g, every solution of g by L is a production of 
G and every production of G that agrees with g is a solution of g by L. 1° 
All our algorittuns will be perfectly adequate for degarbling with respect 
to one or another of our grammars. 
Let G and H be two grammars of which each has the same set of primi- 
tive symbols as the other. The grammar J that has this set of primitive 
symbols, and of which any string is a production if and only if that 
string is both a production of G and a production of H, will be called 
the intersection of G and H (because the set of all productions of J is the 
intersection of the set of all productions of G and the set of all produc- 
tions of H). 
Early in the present study we considered degarbling with respect to 
the grammar Glr--i.e., allowing as "degarbles" of a given garbled word 
those productions of G1 ~ that agree with the garbled word. 1~ The gram- 
mar GI r is the intersection of a trigram grammar T and a "context-free" 
syllable grammar G1 ; the latter grammar is so described because its pro- 
g A garbled word and an ungarbled word will be said to "agree" if both words 
have the same number of characters and if each character position of the garbled 
word, excepting any position containing., contains the same letter as the corre- 
sponding position of the ungarbled word. 
lo Note that, if L is perfectly adequate for degarbling with respect to G, then L 
may be viewed as a "generation procedure" for G: for the class of solutions by L 
of a totally garbled input word (i.e., a word containing asterisks and no letters) 
will be the class of all productions of G that have the same number of characters 
as the input word. 
11A full description of the grammar G1 T, and of RCA-301 computer programs 
for degarbling with respect to G1 T, is provided in the quarterly reports of the Ad- 
vanced Character-Recognition Techniques St dy (RCA, 1962-63). 
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ductions are concatenations of syllable-like strings, 1~ and no constraint 
(except on initial "Q") is placed either on the association of initial, 
medial, and final strings as a syllable-like string or on the concatena- 
tion of syllable-like strings in a production. For example, FR ITHTH-  
WYTHMS is producible by G1, as maybe gathered from the analysis: 
(FR q- I -[- TH) + (THW ~- Y + THMS).  Although the initial and 
final strings of GI were selected so that most English words are pro- 
ductions of G1,13 the contextual constraint isso weak that a large majority 
of productions of G1 are not English words. This defect has been re- 
moved, in part, in the grammar G2. The trigram grammar T has been 
superseded by a tetragram grammar F. 
3 
Here in some detail are the structures of the grammars F and G2. 
The grammar F has the following formal structure: 
Primitive symbols: The 26 upper-case English letters and "#." 
Strings: Finite, possibly empty, linear sequences of primitive symbols. 
Productions: A string x is a production of F if "#" occurs in x as the 
first and last characters and only these, and every tetragram that is a 
segment of x is legal with respect o the list of all uncapitalized, unhy- 
phenated, single word entries in Webster's International Dictionary, 
second edition (1961). 
The set of all tetragrams legal with respect o that list has been com- 
piled. 14 Of all the 274 = 531,441 possible combinations of 27 primitive 
symbols taken four at a time, only 61,273, or about 12%, are legal 
tetragrams with respect to that list. 
Representative fragments of the grammar G2 are displayed in Tables 
IV, V, and VI. Table I shows the size of the complete grammar G2. 
A few preliminary remarks about Tables IV, V, and VI are given 
12 Each syllable-like string is a concatenation f a (possibly empty) all-con- 
sonant initial string to a (non-empty) all-vowel medial string to a (possibly empty) 
all-consonant final string. The specification of the grammar G1 includes a list of 
admissible initial strings and a list of admissible final strings. (A vowel is one of the 
letters A, E, I, O, U, or Y. Every other English letter is a consonant.) 
~ The set of initial strings was derived from the list of spoken-English yllable- 
initial strings given on page 153 of (Harris, 1951). 
~4 This tetragram set has been compiled in an RCA-301 computer program from 
a punched-card version of the word entries. These punched cards were graciously 
lent to us by Dr. A. F. Brown who has published a normally-alphabetized an
reverse-alphabetized printout of these word entries among those from other dic- 
tionaries (Brown, 1963). 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN TI=IE GRAMMAR G2 
Length G2 Strings Determinants Subtotals 
Initials 
1 2O 171 
2 50 524 
3 16 238 
4 6 12 92 945 
Medials 
1 6 0 
2 43 235 
3 173 1047 
4 123 294 
5 31 35 
6 5 3 
8 1 0 382 1614 
Finals 
1 17 24 
2 69 813 
3 33 163 
4 6 8 125 1008 
Total 599 3567 
here. Each table consists of a left-hand column displaying the G~ string 
and, to the right, on the same line with each entry and continuing on to 
successively lower lines when necessary, are zero or more context deter- 
minants of that entry. Adjacent context determinants of the same entry 
are separated by at least one space. Each context determinant begins 
with a numeral. Thus the fragments of the grammar, as displayed in 
the tables, are to be interpreted in the following way: the single nu- 
meral which heads each determinant cites the number n of successive 
characters in the determinant, immediately fo lowing the numeral, 
that must precede the associated G2 string in the environment; if the 
number of characters in the determinant is greater than n, then the 
residual characters beginning with the (n + 1)th character must follow 
the associated G2 string in the environment. If no determinants are shown 
for a given G2 string, then no contextual constraints are specified for its 
occurrence. 
More formally: Let X be a left-hand entry and let Y be any character 
string of which X is a segment. Let k be the length--i.e., number of 
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TABLE II 
INTERPRETATION OF CONTEXT DETERMINANTS 
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G2 string Sample determinant Expansion 
KH (Initial) l~aki ~khaki 
EA# (Medial) 7hydrang hydrangea# 
CI-I (Final) 2eolea cochlea 
characters--of X, and suppose that X is the segment of Y consisting of 
its rth through (r + k -  1)th character positions. X is contextually 
satisfied in Y at the rth position if either (1) no context determinants of X 
are on the same line as X, or (2) at least one context determinant Z of X 
has the following two properties, for the statement of which we let 
a be the numeral with which Z begins, and we let r be that number 
denoted by a according to the decimal system: 
Property I: The string formed from the first n + 1 characters of Z 
by deleting a is a terminal segment of the length r - 1 initial segment 
of Y. 
Property II: The remainder of Z (after its first n + 1 characters are 
deleted) is an initial segment of that terminal segment of Y commencing 
at its (r -t- k)th character position. 
The empty string is contextually satisfied in any nonempty string Y 
at the rth position for all positive integers r not greater than the length 
of Y. 
The formal structure of the grammar G~ can thus be presented: 
Primitive symbols: The 26 upper-case English letters and "#." 
Strings: Finite, possibly empty, linear sequences of primitive sym- 
bols. 
Initial strings: Strings so identified in Table VI I  or the empty string. 
Medial strings: Strings so identified in Table VI I  or the symbol 
"#" standing alone. 
Final strings: Strings so identified in Table VI I  or the empty string. 
IMF strings: An initial string or a medial string or a final string. 
Elementary strings: A concatenation of an initial string to a medial 
string to a final string, in that order. 
Productions: A string x is a production of G2 if (1) "#" occurs in x as 
the first and last characters and only these, (2) x is a concatenation of
elementary strings, and (3) x may be segmented completely into adja- 
cent IMF strings in such a way that each IMF string so obtained is 
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TABLE III 
FINAL DETERMINANTS SPECIFYING VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS 
G2 final string Sample determinant Typical source 
RK 2#i #irk 
NS 3tra transform 
STH lira isthmian 
contextually satisfied in x at that position of x at which--according to 
this segmentation--the IMF string begins. 
The intersection of the grammar G2 and the grammar F is the gram- 
mar G2 s. 
It should be noted that a context determinant may specify an entire 
word, or a morpheme, or perhaps u configuration of characters not con- 
stituting a regular linguistic unit. Hence, TtIWYTtIM could be pro- 
duced by G1 but not by G2 (cf. THW initial, THM final, in the tables). 
In the structuring of the grammar G~ certain decisions were made 
after examining a large corpus. The space character is included in the 
medial strings of G2 (but not in the initials or finals) because the occur- 
rence of medials, especially in strings of length two or greater, seemed 
more highly dependent upon position in the word than did the occur- 
rences of the consonant clusters. For example, such strings as AI and 
UOU are found within words (e.g., MAIN, FLAIR, TAINT; FATU- 
OUS, INGENUOUS, SINUOUS) but AI occurs much less frequently-- 
and UOU occurs never--at word boundaries. On this same basis, the 
single-character medials were defined as: A, E, I, O, U, Y (but not W). 
In constructing the lists of G~ initial, medial, and final strings, and in 
specifying their context determinants, we used--in addition to Webster 
--several smaller dictionaries and specially-arranged word lists such 
as (Cox, 1953). The decision to include or to exclude a particular string 
as a G~ initial, medial, or final string was made, where possible, after 
direct examination of the contexts in which that string occurs in English 
words. Generally, a string was excluded from (say) the G~ final string 
list if the string occurred as a syllable final only in English abbrevia- 
tions, acronyms, capitalized words, hyphenated words, or nonstandard 
words (i.e., slang words, foreign words, obsolete words, words used only 
regionally, and words of such a technical nature and limited use that 
they were better accommodated in microglossaries for the particular 
fields in which they occur). The classification decisions, at least initially, 
were not based on rigid criteria--criteria to determine, for example, 
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TABLE IV  
SELECTED COMPLETE INITLaLS ENTRIES OF G2 
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G~stfing Determinants 
D 
J 
L 
Q 0ua 0ue 0ui 0uo 21ouy 
W 0a 0e 0i 0o 0ulfenit l#ych l~ye 
CT 0eno 
FL 
GH 0asC l#ee# l#erk 0ett 0ost 0oul 
PN 0eum 
ZW l#ieback l#itterion 
CHL 0or 0adnit 0amy 0oanth 0oasma 
STH l#enic 
THW 0ack 0art 
PHTH 0alein 0alic 0Min 0isi 
SCHN 0auzer 0itzel 
SCHW l#a# 0eizer 
SPHR 0agistic 
0a 0e 0i 0o 0u 0yad 0yarch 0ye {)yEa 0yne 0ys ldy 3rowy 
0a 0e 0i 0o 0u 
TABLE V 
SELECTED COMPLETE MEDIALS ENTRIES OF G2 
G2 string Determinants 
E 
#Y 
E0 
IU 
YA 
YO 
AI# 
AIE 
EAE 
#YEO 
AIEU 
EYEA 
OOYO 
UEUE# 
#YOU~ 
#EYEY# 
IYOYE# 
~EOUOAE# 
0psilan 0perit 0tterb 0ttri 
ld 2#fff lg 2th 2rh l jpard 2#1ni 2#1pard 2#1tard 2#row In 
2ol 2#pn lppl lr  3pal 0graph {)log lzlit 3metr 7#chameln 
0m 4#rads# 4#gens# 
0rd lcn ldd 2ptl lhl lhcinth 2#kck 2#nnza 4carrll 
lm 5presbp 2#]nnais lp 2#rt 
7#shangh 9aravanser 6#samur 4#ass 5#banz 6drachm 
3besl lfnce lgty lmfic 4tresl 
2id 2prstiv 5trachet 
0man 0rling 0worn Omen 
2gll lmtie 
3fort 
lfng 
lq 
2uk 
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TABLE VI 
SELECTED COMPLETE FINALS ENTRIES OF G2 
G2 String Determinants 
B 
C la le li lo 2bu 2su 2zueh 
W la le lo 
BB 2/re lal 1el lil lol lul 
BT 2de 3dou 2sul 
DG lement lument 
GG le 3#ye 
Gtt 31au 2ei 2hi 2ni 3thi 2si 2ou 
LB 2#a# 2bu 
MB 2ja 21a 2ra 2ia 21i 2bo 2co 2rho 2~o 2wo 2du 2thu 2nu 3plu 
NX 3#ma 6#phala 3#mi# 5#sphi# 3~ly# 6#phary# 5#1ary# 
CHT 2ya 
RLD 2wo 
STH lama lira 
THIV[ 3rhy 61ogari 6algori 
GHTH 2ei 
NGST 2#a# 4#amo# 
NGTH 4stre 21e 
RMTH 2wa 
whether "ghee" is nonstandard--and the listings displayed in the tables 
undoubtedly reflect some personal biases. 
4 
The process of degarbling singly-garbled words with respect to the 
grammar G~ ~ consists essentially of two phases. In the first phase, a list 
of solutions for a given singly-garbled word is produced by consulting 
the full list of legal tetragrams. In the second phase, these solutions 
become candidates from which the final output solutions are chosen on 
the basis of producibility by the grammar G2 .i5 
More exactly, degarbling is accomplished by the successive applica- 
tior~ of two RCA-301 computer codes, DEGARBLER-F  and DEGAR-  
BLER-G2 F, for which the initial input is one or more ungarbled English 
words. 
DEGARBLER-F  successively garbles each letter position of a given 
~ Tests have shown that the described order of operations i in general faster 
than the opposite order: "solving" the given singly-garbled word with respect to 
G2 and then testing each solution for producibility by F. 
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TABLE VII 
T~E STRINGS OF THE GRAMYIAR G~ 
BCDFGHJ  LKMNP 
FL FR GH fiL GN GR KH KL 
SK SL SM SN SQ ST SV SW 
SCL SCR SHR SPH SPL SPR 
INITIALS 
Q R S T V W X Z BL BR CH CL CR CT CZ DR DW FJ 
KN KR KV LL blH biN PH PL PN PR PS PT RH SC SF SH 
TH TM TR TS TW WH WR ZW CHK CHL CHR PHL PHR SCH 
STH STR THR THW CHTH PHTH SCHL SCHN SCHW SPHR 
MEDIALS 
A E I 0 U Y #A #E #I #0 #U #Y A# E# I# O# U# Y# AA AE AI AO AU AY EA EE 
EI EO EU EY IA IE IO IU OA OE OI OO OU OY UA UE UI UO Lit[ YA YE YO YU 
#A# #I# #AA #AE #AI #AO #AU #EA #EE #El #EO #EU #EY #IA #IO #OA #OE #Of 
#00 #OU #OY #UI #¥A #YE #YI #YO #YU AA# AE# AI# kO# AU# AY# EA# EE# El# 
EO# EU# EY# IA# IE# II# IO# OA# OE# 01# 00# OU# OY# UA# UE# UI# UO# UY# 
YE# YO# AAI AAU AEA AEE AEI AEO AEU AIA AIE AII AIO AOE AOI AOU AUA AUE 
AUI AUY AYA AYE AYU AYO AYU EAA EAE EAi EAU tEA EEI EEO EEU EIA EIE EII 
EIO EIU EOA EOE EOI EOU EOY EUA EUI EUO EYA EYE EYI EYO IAA I~  IAI IAO 
IAU IEU IOA IOE I0I I00 IOU IYA IYE OAE OAO OAU OEA 0EI OEO OEU OIA OIE 
OIO OOE OOI OOU OUA OUE OUI OUO OYA OYE OYI OYO OYU UAE UAI UAU UAY UEA 
UEE UEI UEO UEU UIA UIE UII UIO UIU UOA UOI UOU UYE UYO UYU YAE YAU YEA 
YEE YEI YIA YIE YII  YIO YOA YOE YOI YOU YYE #YE# #AEO #AIE #AIO #AOU 
#AUA #AYA #AYE #AYI #AYO #EOA #EUA #EUO #EYA #EYE #EYO #OOA #OOE #OUA 
#OUE #OUI #OYA #OYE #YAI #YAU #YEA #YEE #YEO #YEU #YOI #YO0 #YOU #YUA 
AEA# AEI# AIA# AlE# AOE# AUO# AYA# AYE# AYO# EAE# EAI# EAO# EAU# EAY# 
EEY# EIA# Eli# EIO# EYA# EYE# IAE# IAI# IAO# IAU# IEU# IEY# IOU# IYA# 
IYE# IYI# OAE# OEA# OEY# OIA# OIO# OOA# OOI# OOY# OUA# OUE# OYA# 0YE# 
OYO# UAE# UAO# UEE# UEI# UEY# UIA# UOY# UYA# UYE# UYO# YEE# YEY# YIA# 
YIE# AEOA AEOE AEOI AIEU AIOI AOYI AYAU AYEU AYOI AYOU EIOI EIOU EOAE 
EYEA EYYO IAEA IOAU OAEO OEOU OIOU OOYO OOYU OYEU OYOI UAIA UAIO UAYA 
UAYU UEOI UEOU UIOU UOAU UOYA #AYOU #UAYE #YAO0 #YAOU AIYE# AUIA# AYAO# 
AYEE# AYAY# AYOU# EAEY# EEOY# EIAU# EUAU# EYEY# IEUE# IOEA# OEIA# 00EE# 
00EY# OUAY# OUEY# 0YAU# OYEE# OYOU# UEUE# UIAE# #AYE# #EYE# #YOU# OOYOU 
AYYOU# #EYEY# IUEIO# IYOYE# #YAYA# #EUOUAE# 
P INALS 
B C D F G H K L M N P R S T W X Z BB BT CH CK CT DD DG DT DE FF FT GG 
GH GM GN HM LB LC LD LF LK LL LM LN LP LT LX MB MN MP NC ND NG NK NN NS 
NT NX PH PT RB RC RD RF RG RK RL RM RN RP RR RT SC SH SK SM SS SP ST TH 
TT TZ WD ~VK WL WN NT XT ZZ CHT DST DTH FTH GHT LCH LCT LDT LPH LTH LTZ 
MPH MPT NCH NCT NTH NTZ RCH RCT RGH RLD RNT RPH RRH RSH RST RTH RTZ STH 
TCH THM WTH XTH GflTH LFTH NDTH NGST NGTfl RMTH 
input word, one position at a time, (producing from #CAT~ the three 
singly-garbled words #*AT#, #C,T#, and #CA,#). For each garb]ed 
word, the code successively substitutes for • every letter of the alpha- 
bet, to form candidate solutions (#AAT#, #BAT#, #CAT#, . . .  #ZAT#; 
#CAT#, #CBT#,. . .  #CZT#; #CAA#, #CAB#,...  #CAZ~). For each 
candidate solution, the four tetragrams that include the garbled posi- 
tion (###B, ##BA, #BAT, BAT#, for the solution #BAT~ to the garbled 
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word #,AT#) are compared with the full list of legal tetragrams. The 
solution is a production of F only if all four tetragrams are legal. The 
output tape produced by this code shows, for each input word: (1) 
the original input word; (2) every singly-garbled word formed from the 
input word; and (3) with each garbled word, all its solutions that are 
producible by F. This tape becomes the data source for the second 
code. 
DEGARBLER-G2 F degarbles ingly-garbled, space-bounded words 
with respect o the grammar G2 r. The output from this code includes a
listing of all solutions of each given singly-garbled word that are pro- 
ducible by G2 analyzed into constituent initial, medial, and final strings, 
and notifications that each remaining solution is not producible by G2. 
For example, the analysis 'I2M1FII1M2' of the word #FRENZY# 
represents the segmentation "# + FR + E + N + Z + Y#." (Seg- 
ments consisting of the symbol "#" standing alone are not represented 
in the printed analysis.) The printed DEGARBLER-G2 ~ analysis of an 
all-consonant cluster of length n into constituent final and initial strings 
is the first one of the segmentations, FnIO, FOIn, F(n  - 1)I1, F(n  - 
2)I2, . . .  , F l I (n  - 1), that G2 allows. ~6 
Note that the context grammar G2 is used to analyze the whole candi- 
date solution rather than just the "syllable" which contained the garble. 
For example, the candidate solution BAYCOTT for the garbled word 
B.YCOTT is producible according to the tetragrams but it is not 
producible by  G~ because of restrictions on the final TT. 
Output from the DEGARBLER-G( code is shown in Fig. 1. In the 
printout, the symbol > is placed to the left of any production that is 
identical to the original ungarbled English word. 
Degarbling multiply-garbled words is essentially an extension of de- 
garbling singly-garbled words. The main difference is one of increased 
combinational complexity. 
As anticipated, the solutions produced by the grammar G~ r in most 
cases are more adequate and are fewer than those produced by the earlier 
grammar G~ ~, and the later grammar seems nowhere inferior to the 
earlier one. Although the experience of degarbling with respect o G~ F 
is small, it is apparent that aspects of context other than those repre- 
sented in G2 ~ will have to be incorporated into any operational system. ~7 
16 The empty string, of length zero, is not represented in the pr inted analysis. 
17 In  degarbling with respect o the grammar G2 F we have made use of various 
lists: For  degarbling with respect o F we have stored a matr ix of 27 ~ = 531,441 
#*TTEMPT# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
#ETTEMPT# 
#OTTEMPT# 
#UTTEMPT# 
XXX #YTTEMPT# 
#A,TEMPT# 
#ABTEMPT# 
#ACTEMPT# 
XXX #AETEMPT# 
XXX #AITEMPT# 
#ANTEMPT# 
#APTEMPT# 
#ARTEMPT# 
#ASTEMPT# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
#AUTEMPT# 
#AXTEMPT# 
#AT.EMPT# 
XXX #ATAEMPT# 
XXX #ATHEMPT# 
XXX #ATIEMPT# 
XXX #ATLEMPT# 
XXX #ATOEMPT# 
XXX #ATBEMPT# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
#ATT.MPT# 
XXX #ATTAMPT# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
XXX #ATTIMPT# 
XXX #ATTOMPT# 
XXX #ATTYMPT# 
#ATTE,PT# 
XXX #ATTEAPT# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
XXX #ATTERPT# 
#ATTEM*T# 
#ATTEMAT# 
#ATTEMET# 
#ATTEMIT# 
XXX #ATTEMNT# 
#ATTEMOT# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
#ATTEMUT# 
#ATTEMP,# 
#ATTEMPA# 
#ATTEMPE# 
XXX #ATTEMPH# 
XXX #ATTEMPI# 
#ATTEMP0# 
XXX #ATTEMPS# 
> #ATTEMPT# 
XXX #ATTEMPU# 
#ATTEMPY# 
A T T E M P T  
NOT 
M2FI I IMIF3 
MZFI I IMIF3 
MZFI I IMIF3 
MZFI i lMIF3 
PRODUCIBLE BY G2. 
NOT 
NOT 
M2FI I!MIF3 
MZFZMIF3 
PRODUCIBLE BY GZ. 
PRODUOIBLE BY OZ. 
MZFZM1F3 
MEFZMIF3 
MEFZMIF3 
MZIEMIF3 
MZFI I IMIF3 
M3FIMIF3 
M2FI I IMIF3 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY G2. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY OZ. 
NOT PRODUOIBLE BY G2. 
NOT PRODUOIBLE BY GZ. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY G2. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY OZ. 
M2Fl I iMiF3 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY OE. 
MZFI I IMIF3 
NOT PRODUOIBLE BY G2. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY G2. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY GE. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY G2. 
MZFI I IMIF3 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY OZ. 
MZFI I IMIFIMIFI  
MZFI I IMIFIMIFI  
MZFI I IMIFIMIFI  
NOT PRODUOIBLE BY GZ. 
MZFl I IMiFIMiF1 
MZFI I IMIF8 
MZFl I IMIFiMIF1 
MZFI I IMIFI I IMZ 
MZFI I IMIFI I IM2 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY GE. 
NOT PRODUCIBLE BY GZ. 
MZFI I IMIF I I IMZ 
NOT PRODUOIBLE BY GZ. 
MEFI I IMIF3 
NOT PRODUOIBLE BY GE. 
MEFl I iMiF l I iMZ 
FIG. 1. G~ v solutions on "At tempt"  
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5 
In this section, a few possible extensions to the study are treated 
briefly. 
Morphemes, which can be described as minimal meaning-conveying 
linguistic milts, share with syllables the property of being word con- 
stituents. Although "blue q -ber  q - ry"  is a reasonable syllabic seg- 
mentation of "blueberry," it is not a morphemic segmentation, as 
"ber" or "1iv" standing alone presumably conveys no meaning. And 
"books" is monosyllabic but not monomorphemic, for both "book" and 
the final "s" are morphemes. 
Two problems would arise in any present attempt to construct a 
grammar, adequate for degarbling, whose productions are concaten'~- 
tions of morphemes. First, the concept of morpheme is still so indefinite 
that no algorithmic explication of the concept--say, in the form of an 
effective procedure to analyze a given English word into its morphemic 
constituents--could be constructed straightforwardly. Any such ex- 
plication necessarily would involve thorny problems--e.g., does "cran" 
standing alone convey meaning or is "cranberry" monomorphemic? De- 
cision rules for resolving the problems, based perhaps partly on etymo- 
logical considerations and partly on modern-English distributional 
considerations, would have to be made. Secondly, the number of Eng- 
lish morphemes might well be so large that storing even a sufficiently 
high percentage of them would not be feasible. 
But the intersection of a suitable morpheme grammar with G2 F un- 
doubtedly would yield a better basis for degarbling than does G2 F alone. 
bits: each entry of the matrix is "1" or "0" as the corresponding tetragram is
legal or illegal with respect o the list of word entries from Webster. (Alterna- 
tively, we could have stored just the legal tetragrams. But since each tetragram 
requires 20 bits in storage, this approach would have required 1,225,460 bits.) For 
degarbling with respect to G~ we have stored--together with the appropriate con- 
text determinants--lists of initial strings (30,960 bits), of medial strings (59,520 
bits), and of final strings (30,360 bits). (These figures do not take into considera- 
tion any bits that may be included for purposes of error-detection r error-correc- 
tion.) An important property of these lists is that they are not altered uring the 
degarbling process. Once acceptably specified, they are altered only by infrequent 
updating to include new entries or to delete entries pertaining to obsolete words. 
Such lists can be accommodated in read-only memories, which are less expensive 
than standard erasable memories. For at least some of these lists, serial searching 
may not be the most efficient way to retrieve stored information. Content-ad- 
dressed memories, of which parallel searching is an attractive feature, are now 
under development. A recent survey of this field is presented in (Raj chman, 1961). 
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We can illustrate this point with solutions of the singly-garb!ed word 
#PRES,URE#. #PRESttURE#, #PI~ESLURE#, #PRESMURE#, 
and #PRESNURE#, are all productions of G2 F, but none of them is an 
English word. Of each of these solutions, #PRES is a constituent ele- 
mentary string according to the grammar G~ but neither #PRE nor any 
one of #PRESH, #PRESL, #PRESM, and #PRESN is a constituent 
elementary string. 
It seems plausible to suppose that neither #PRES nor any longer 
initial segment of any of the above-listed G2 F productions i an English 
morpheme, i t seems plausible also to declare that every production of 
the intersection of G~ F with a morpheme grammar can be analyzed into 
constituent G2 elementary strings in such a way that, of some morphe- 
mic segmentation f the production, each segment containing at least 
one vowel coincides with a concatenation f one or more elementary 
strings. Now if (say) #PRESHURE# were producible by the morpheme 
grammar, then a probably unique morphemic segmentation would be 
#PRE + SHURE#. But #PRE in this context coincides with no con- 
catenation of elementary strings. Thus, the non-English productions 
listed above would not be producible by the intersection ofG( with the 
morpheme grammar. 
Two subclasses of English morphemes--prefixes and suifixes--have 
the advantage of occurring frequently and being relatively easy to iso- 
late. in determining the contextual constraints to be incorporated into 
G2--especially the constraints on vowel stringslS--it would be foolish to 
list 2SKNG under the entry "II" (to account for "skiing"), in addition 
to 2SK under the entry "I#", and to enter two context determinants to 
account for "hoe" and "hoeing," and so on, when all these cases could 
be handled by one context determinant for each word stem together 
with general rules for removing suffixes (and possibly altering the result- 
ing string to form the correct root). 
Multiword context scopes may be exploited by searching through the 
input text for ungarbled occurrences ofwords that precisely match solu- 
tions obtained with the single-word scope. That solution matching the 
greatest number of text words is to be preferred. This search requires 
batch-processing of solutions; they would be stored until all (or some 
considerable part) of the input text was scanned. In this way the gar- 
bled word B.T should be degarbled as BAT in an article on baseball or 
is The special t reatment  of vowel strings may be explained by the fact that  a G~ 
medial str ing may normally be pronounced as more than one syllable. 
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Chiroptera, while BIT would be the preferred solution in an article on 
horses or computers. Other constraints will be required. (For example, 
in START TO ,AKE A SUGAR ,AKE FOR ME TO ,AKE FOR ALL 
THE BOYS TO SEE, the "preferred" solution of all ,AKE would be 
the same.) The BUT solution to B,T should be rejected if B,T is the 
last word in a sentence; within a sentence, the choice between BIT 
and BUT would probably be undeterminable without recourse to syn- 
tactic information. Further extension to include semantic criteria, 
associativity matrices, etc., is conceivable but beyond the scope of pres- 
ent considerations. 
Apparently only one English word imposes a definite constraint on 
its successor (or predecessor) word. The word immediately following 
"an" must begin with a vowel 19 or with the consonant H in certain 
cases. 
Serious consideration should be given to the possibility of employing 
character-recognition machines that can provide, for each rejected char- 
acter, an ordered set of choices among which the device could not de- 
cide. Although the weight assigned to each choice will fall below the 
"recognition threshold" of the machine (because the input character 
has been rejected), there will be, in all but the worst cases, a small 
number of designated choices to which weights are assigned greater than 
those assigned to the majority of possible output symbols. The desig- 
nation of choices will depend on the decision logic of the character- 
recognition machine as well as on graphical properties of the rejected 
input character. Fortunately, the class of letters included as designated 
choices because of their graphical similarity (e.g., 0 and Q) will differ 
in nearly every case from the class of letters chosen for linguistic reasons 
as substitutions for a • by the algorithm for degarbling with respect o 
G2 ~. Indeed, the intersection of the class of designated choices with the 
class of G2 F choices may in many cases contain just one choice. 
For example, suppose that the character-recognition machine output 
the singly-garbled word *OAT, and supplied the supplementary in- 
formation that C, G, O, and Q were the designated choices for the *. 
It seems reasonable to presume in general that the correct solution is a 
production of G2 ~ obtained by substituting for each,  in the garbled 
word a designated choice for that ,.s0 I.e., in our example, we should 
19 Only rarely can this letter  be Y, as in "yc lept . "  
~o This presumption, incidentally, saves considerable processing time. For only 
those words result ing from subst i tut ion of designated choices for the appropriate 
asterisks need be analyzed to determine if they are productions of G~ y. If no 
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presume the correct solution to be a production of G2 F and one of COAT, 
GOAT, OOAT, and QOAT. In fact, OOAT and QOAT are not produc- 
ible by GJ,  and COAT and GOAT are English words. 
By altering properties of the basic character-recognition machine 
originally hypothesized, one can arrive at other degarbling situations. 
The machine may output lower-ease as well as upper-ease English 
letters: this would facilitate detection of acronyms, for they consist of 
consecutive upper-ease l tters? 1 The machine may output punctuation 
marks. A period output just before a space would normally indicate that 
the preceding word is an abbreviation, unless the letter next after the 
space is upper-ease, signalling usually the beginning of a new sentence. 
Rules could be devised to handle garbled contractions and other words 
containing an apostrophe. In an operating eharacter-reeog~fition system 
that included storage of the grammar G2 ~ or a successor, lists of relevant 
acronyms and abbreviations would be stored separately for consulta- 
tion in ease a garbled acronym or a garbled abbreviation were recog- 
nized. Also, it might prove advisable in some situations to store micro- 
glossaries germane to the field of the document being processed or lists 
of short, common words, so that in some cases one of several solutions 
by the grammar for a given garbled word could be assigned a "semantic 
preference rating" according as the solution does or does not appear on 
such a list. 
The character-recognition machine may also output Arabic numerals. 
But sequences of Arabic numerals, unless specially formatted or pro- 
vided with error-correcting digits, are not redundant. Hence, if they 
are garbled, they provide no clues for degarbling. 
The more fundamental properties of the hypothesized character- 
recognition system could be altered. The machine might not be error- 
free; the input might be other than "correct" technical English; the 
machine might output a * corresponding to a scanned space or punctua- 
tion mark, or might output a space or more than one character corre- 
sponding to a single scanned letter. While some of these modifications 
could be handled by extensions of the present echniques, other modifi- 
cations are more radical. The more radical modifications were best con- 
sidered only in connection with the design of a degarbling system for a 
designated choices are provided for any asterisk--as we have hypothesized in the 
present study--all etter substitutions for that asterisk must be considered as 
yielding potential solutions. 
21 Sequences of Roman numerals hare this property. 
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particular character-recognition machine that realizes these modifica- 
tions. 
6 
At least two degarbling systems proposed in the literature make 
significant use of context. In the character-recognition system of Bledsoe 
and Browning (1959), the basic device assigns to each input letter a 
"score" with respect o every symbol in the output alphabet: the score 
reflects the likelihood that the input letter is allographic to the particu- 
lar output symbol. Then a vocabulary of words having the same length 
as the input word is consulted. A "total score" for each vocabulary word 
w is obtained by summing, for each i with 1 __< i < length of w, the 
score of the ith letter of the input word with respect o the ith letter of 
w. That one word (if any) in the vocabulary that has the greatest total 
score is selected to be output by the Bledsoe-Browning system. This 
system has the acknowledged deficiency (Bledsoe, 1959, p. 232) that 
"a larger vocabulary would result in decreased recognition." 
A project at the Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology, has addressed the problem of degarbling Morse code (Evens, 
1960; McElwain,  1962). This program "is supplied initially with a 
vocabulary table containing all of the words occurring in the messages 
to be processed, and with a table of Morse  Code equivalents of the 
alphabet and numerals" (McElwain, 1962, p. 369). Several assumptions 
made by this project (e.g., that the basic device may erroneously output 
a letter, given a space) disallow direct application of their results here. 
It should be noted that in both of these systems a complete English 
word vocabulary is assumed. For reasons stated above, we  have not 
followed this approach. 
We have been unable to find in the "open" literature an adequate list 
of trigrams occurring in English. The  best sources heretofore available 
were in "Secret and Urgent" (Pratt, 1939) and in a privately-printed 
booklet by Professor Jack Levine. We know of no list of English tetra- 
grams published prior to this study. 
There are several articles on the phonemic structure of spoken English 
syllables, 22 but, owing to the lack of isomorphism between phonemic and 
orthographic transcriptions of English, these articles could not be di- 
rectly put to use. Two extremely useful bibliographies of the literature 
on syllabification have been compiled (Graziano, 1962; Graziano, 1963). 
22 For  instance, (Malo)ne, 1936. 
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In a publication that appeared after our study, Vossler and Branston 
(1964) report the results of a lhnited study of the use of context for de- 
garbling English text. The  character-recognition machine that they in 
effect postulate never notifies a rejected character by outputting a 
special symbol  such as our asterisk: rather, the machine outputs, corre- 
sponding to a reject, one of the 26 letters as designated by the machine. 
Their postulation has the analytic disadvantage that no simple algo- 
rithm exists to determine, given one of their output words, whether it is 
legitimate English and thus to be left unaltered at the single-word level 
at which they deal, or whether it needs to be'"degarbled. ''2s Accordingly, 
in many  instances their methods will cause legitimate English output 
words to be wrongly transformed (for instance, their transformation of 
LUNAR into SUGAR) .  The  Vossler-Branston transformations are based 
on letter digram frequencies cud on a small dictionary containing "3737 
different word forms" with a "probability of occurrence" of each. 
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